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The competition between toroidal and rod-like conformations as possible ground states for DNA
condensation is studied as a function of the stiffness, the length of the DNA, and the form of the
long-range interactions between neighboring molecules, using analytical theory supported by Monte
Carlo simulations. Both conformations considered are characterized by a local nematic order with
hexagonal packing symmetry of neighboring DNA molecules, but differ in global configuration of
the chain and the distribution of its curvature as it wraps around to form a condensate. The long-range
interactions driving the DNA condensation are assumed to be of the form pertaining to the attractive
depletion potential as well as the attractive counterion induced soft potential. In the stiffness-length
plane we find a transition between rod-like to toroid condensate for increasing stiffness at a fixed
chain length L. Strikingly, the transition line is found to have a L1/3 dependence irrespective of the
details of the long-range interactions between neighboring molecules. When realistic DNA parame-
ters are used, our description reproduces rather well some of the experimental features observed in
DNA condensates. © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4863996]

I. INTRODUCTION

Double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) is a linear semiflexi-
ble polymer chain with persistence lengths of about 150
base pairs (bp) (50 nm) and cross-section diameter of about
2 nm. In aqueous solutions DNA molecules are highly neg-
atively charged due to dissociated phosphate groups along
the chain backbone that confer to B-form ds-DNA a bare
base-pair charge of 2e0 per 0.34 nm length of DNA, en-
gendering strong repulsive interactions along and between
DNA molecules.1 Nevertheless, under specific solution condi-
tions DNA molecules can be induced to condense into highly
compact structures that phase separate from the solution.2

In these condensates DNA is in a liquid crystalline state3, 4

with lattice spacings close to measured spacings in bulk DNA
liquid crystals at the same solution conditions.5–7 The phe-
nomenon of semiflexible polymer condensation is not specific
to DNA only but can be observed in other semiflexible poly-
electrolytes as well, e.g., F-actin filaments.8 The morphol-
ogy of these condensates varies depending on the method of
preparation9 as well as on the dynamics of the nucleation and
growth of the condensate.10, 11 In what follows we will make
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the simplifying assumption that the condensate morphology is
an equilibrium property, eventually reached after different nu-
cleation and growth relaxation processes are over, and study
the consequences.

Previous attempts at a theoretical analysis of DNA con-
densation in the presence of various condensing agents shed
light on the resulting ordered nematic DNA structure often in
the form of toroidal and/or rodlike globules.12 Different as-
pects of this collapse transition have been scrutinized in order
to deduce the detailed geometry of the aggregate and the cor-
responding phase diagram13 as well as their dependence on
the assumed form of the elastic energy and the DNA-DNA or
DNA-condensing agent interaction.14 In what follows we will
revisit the problem of the stability and phase diagram of the
various condensed structures of DNA in light of the recent un-
derstanding of the interactions driving the condensation tran-
sition in the case of polyvalent counterions and osmoticants,
as well as the emerging details of the nonlinear nature of
the DNA elastic energy. The theoretical approach advocated
here, combined with Monte Carlo simulations, provides a
simple and unified foundation on which the effects of various
components of the DNA condensation phenomenon can be
compared and assessed.

When condensed in a very dilute solution, the most com-
monly observed DNA condensate morphologies are torus-like
and rod-like (see Figs. 1 and 2). A typical compact structure
has the size of approximatively 100 nm, with an inner hole
about 30 nm wide in the case of the toroidal aggregate. It
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(a) (b)

FIG. 1. (Left) Sketch of the DNA condensate as a toroidal phase. The mean
radius of the toroid is R. The radius of cross section is � = αR with 0 < α

< 1. (Right) The hexagonal packing within the cross section of the torus.

is found to be relatively robust with respect to the length of
the DNA involved in the condensation. The packing of DNA
strands inside the condensed structure is highly ordered with
a predominantly hexagonal packing in the plane perpendic-
ular to the toroidal main axis.15–20 The condensation can be
induced by a variety of condensing agents. Among these flex-
ible polymers, such as PEG (poly-ethylene-glycol), at large
enough concentrations, the presence of salt (PSI-condensation
= (P)olymer and (S)alt (I)nduced condensation) induces
condensation of both DNA as well as F-actin filaments.14, 21

The mechanism here appears to be osmotic depletion
interactions22 due to the exclusion of the polymer from
the DNA subphase. More commonly exploited condensa-
tion agents in various biological settings are the multivalent
counterions. In fact many, but not all, multivalent cations
induce ds-DNA condensation. Those that do condense ds-
DNA at finite concentrations are Mn2 +, Cd2 +, Co(NH3)3 +,
polyamines such as spermidine3 +, spermine4 +, polylysine+,
and all the higher valency (poly)counterions. That electrostat-
ics plays an important role in DNA condensation is clear but it
is just as clear that it cannot be the only factor driving it.23–25

Furthermore, a radical reformulation of the theory of electro-
static interactions is needed,26, 27 based on the concept of the
“strong-coupling” electrostatics between the multivalent salt
counterions and the charges on the DNA backbone, in order to
understand the counterintuitive change in sign of interactions
between nominally equally charged bodies.27, 28

(a) (b)

FIG. 2. (Left) Sketch of the DNA condensate as a rod-like structure. (Right)
The hexagonal packing within the cross section of the rod.

While electrostatics should play an important role in the
DNA condensation mechanism, it cannot be the sole and
sometimes not even the dominant factor affecting it. For in-
stance Co(NH3)3 + is more efficient in condensing DNA than
spermidine3 +, both being trivalent counterions, and the best
condensing agents appear to be those that bind into one of the
DNA grooves.29 These well documented ion specific effects30

furthermore suggest that interaction of condensing ions with
water molecules, i.e., hydration interactions, provide the nec-
essary specificity that is absent in condensation interactions
based exclusively on Coulomb interaction [for a recent review
of hydration effects see Ref. 31].

Apart from the polymer depletion and “strong-coupling”
electrostatic interactions, a fundamental ingredient of any
theory of semiflexible polymer condensation is their signif-
icant stiffness that frustrates the formation of a spherical
globule.32, 33 Without any stiffness effects, one would expect
that the spherical globule would be the ground state of a flexi-
ble polymer by minimizing its surface energy.34 Indeed, the
local structure of this condensed phase consists of straight
chains with parallel nematic alignment to minimize the bend-
ing energy. However, even within this simple picture, it is not
clear why this particular structure is necessarily favored with
respect to other structures – such as, for instance, a rod-like
structure – having similar characteristics. Neither the role of
the concrete form of the elastic energy nor the interactions be-
tween DNA molecules that induce the condensation are well
understood. In this paper we will address these issues using
simple analytical arguments supported by numerical simula-
tions, and discuss under what conditions the toroidal conden-
sate is favored with respect to a rod-like counterpart. We will
include the bending energy, the surface energy, and the de-
tailed interaction energy between polymer molecules in our
Ansatz for the free energy whose minimization will provide
us with the equilibrium configuration of the condensate.

The outline of the paper is as follows: we first present
the model with the corresponding packing geometry, and the
non-equilibrium curvature, surface, and interaction free ener-
gies written for the dominant configurations of a toroid and a
spherocylinder. We then proceed to the analytical minimiza-
tion of the total free energy for the toroidal and rod-like ag-
gregate that we compare with Monte-Carlo simulations. We
finally explore the effect of various interaction models and
generalize the elastic energy Ansatz to the case of an in-
trinsic threshold. We conclude with a commentary on pre-
vious works and with an assessment on the validity of our
approach.

II. MODEL

We consider a semiflexible polymer of length L formed
by N spherical beads of diameter b. The bond length between
consecutive beads is also taken to be equal to b for simplicity.
A conformation of the polymer is given by the positions of the
beads {ri, i = 1, 2, . . . N}. We furthermore assume that all the
energies involved in condensate morphology are sufficiently
large so that entropic terms can be neglected. Hence we
expect a compact phase for which only curvature, surface, and
interaction energy terms are present.
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A. Packing geometry

In our model the polymer chain fills the condensate
interior and is locally hexagonally packed. Consider a tessel-
lation of a plane perpendicular to the long axes of the poly-
mer, having a Schläfli symbol35 p, q. For hexagonal packing
the Schläfli symbol is 6, 3. The hexagonal packing fraction35

η = π

p
cot

(
π

p

)
(2.1)

for the case of hexagonal close packing (p = 6) is then given
by

ηhex = π

6
cot

(π

6

)
= π

2
√

3
= 0.9069.... (2.2)

If the packing of polymers inside the aggregate is still hexag-
onal but not at the highest close packing fraction ηhex, where
the separation between the polymer chains is equal to d, then
d ≥ b and the packing fraction is given by

η = ηhex

(
b

d

)2

. (2.3)

The hexagonal packing symmetry is thus still preserved but
at a lower packing fraction. This will be important when we
introduce soft interactions between polymer segments.

B. Curvature and surface energy

Within the worm-like chain model36 the elastic bending
free energy is given by

U = κ

N−1∑
i=2

(1 − cos θi), (2.4)

where κ is the (reduced) stiffness, θ i is the angle between
ri − 1, i and ri, i + 1 with rij = rj − ri. The energies are assumed
to be in units of thermal energy kBT, so that both U and κ are
dimensionless variables. Here kB is the Boltzmann constant,
T the absolute temperature, and we denote as lp = κb the per-
sistence length of the chain. If Ri is the radius of curvature at
the bead i, i.e., the radius of the circle through ri − 1, ri, and
ri + 1, it is easy to show that

1 − cos θi = b2

2R2
i

. (2.5)

Assume that the chain forms a toroid of the mean radius
R and radius of the cross-section � = αR with 0 < α < 1 (see
Fig. 1). The limiting case α = 0 (R → ∞) would correspond
to a swollen conformation whereas α = 1 would correspond
to a “globular” conformation with no inner hole inside the
torus (not a sphere).

In the simplest case, one can furthermore assume that the
chain has a constant radius of curvature equal to R. The bend-
ing energy in Eq. (2.4) in the large N limit then simplifies to

Utoroid = κ

2

Lb

R2
, (2.6)

where L = Nb. Note that our constant radius curvature ap-
proximation follows the model proposed in Ref. 37 which

claimed to predict a correct toroid size distribution. This ap-
proximation may not be fully consistent with our previous as-
sumption on the hexagonal packing. Thus, we assume that
the latter is not rigorously valid but only essentially correct.
An alternative model of DNA organization inside the conden-
sates based on perfect hexagonal packing38 yields similar ex-
pression for bending energy but only in the limit of thin con-
densate. We assume (see Fig. 1(b)) that the polymer tightly
wraps around the torus with nloops loops that are related to the
two-dimensional (cross-section) packing fraction η given in
Eq. (2.2) by the ratio of the occupied to the total surface

η = nloopsπ (b/2)2

π (αR)2
. (2.7)

In order to compare low-energy configurations with different
geometries, we need to translate the typical length scale of the
problem (R in this case) to the contour length L of the polymer
that is common to all configurations. In the present case, we
have

L = 2πRnloops = 8πRηα2

(
R

b

)2

. (2.8)

Thus we end up with

R

b
= (8πηα2)−1/3

(
L

b

)1/3

. (2.9)

Inserting Eq. (2.9) into Eq. (2.6), one obtains

Utoroid = 2κπ2/3η2/3α4/3

(
L

b

)1/3

. (2.10)

On the other hand, if we denote as σ the surface tension,
the surface energy of the toroid is, using Eq. (2.9) again,

σStoroid = σ (2παR)(2πR)

= (σb2)π4/3η−2/3α−1/3

(
L

b

)2/3

. (2.11)

Note that

Utoroid ∼
(

L

b

)1/3

σStoroid ∼
(

L

b

)2/3

(2.12)

so the surface energy term is the dominant one for L/b � 1
unless the ratio κ/σb2 is very large.

Consider now the rod-like structure sketched in Fig. 2
as another possible low energy conformation competing with
the toroid. We assume a spherocylindrical shape for the DNA
condensate with circular cross-section of radius R and length
(γ + 2)R with γ ≥ 0. The limiting case γ = 0 again cor-
responds to a “globular” conformation, albeit different from
the previous one. Within this compact structure the polymer
chain folds in such a way that parallel segments are hexago-
nally packed in the main body of the structure and there are
loops only at the two spherical caps (see Fig. 2).

As in the previous case, a relation between the length L
of the DNA polymer and the characteristic geometry scale R
of the rod-like condensate can be found hinging upon simple
geometrical considerations. The total length L of the polymer
is the sum of two parts: the straight part in the cylinder body
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Lstraight, and the loop part in the two spherical caps Lloops that
can be estimated as

Lstraight = 4ηγR3

b2
Lloops = 16ηR3

3b2
. (2.13)

In the above equations, the length is estimated as volume
times the packing fraction of the condensate divided by cross
section area of the polymer. Thus,

L = Lstraight + Lloops = 4η(γ + 4/3)R3

b2
. (2.14)

Within the same rationale followed for the toroidal confor-
mation, we assume each loop to have a constant radius of
curvature R/2 so that the bending and the surface energy for
the rod-like conformation have the following form:

Urod = 32

3
κη

R

b
σSrod = 2πσR2(γ + 2). (2.15)

Use of Eq. (2.14) then leads to the following forms of the
bending energy and surface energy of the polymer in the
rod-like condensate:

Urod = 32κ

3

η[
4η(γ + 4

3 )
]1/3

(
L

b

)1/3

, (2.16)

σSrod = 2π (σb2)
(γ + 2)[

4η(γ + 4
3 )

]2/3

(
L

b

)2/3

. (2.17)

Again, like for the case of toroid condensate, we see that the
surface energy of the rod-like condensate is dominant over the
bending energy in the large L limit.

C. Interaction energy: Polyvalent salts

Up to this point we have not yet considered the actual
interactions between neighboring polymer segments but our
approach can be easily generalized to include them. These in-
teractions can be included on a general poor-solvent level,22

on the detailed level of explicit electrostatic interactions11

or on a phenomenological level based on experimentally de-
termined effective potentials.39 We opt for the latter as the
poor-solvent level seems to be too generic while the details
of the exact DNA-DNA electrostatic interactions are still in-
completely understood.40 An important reason for sticking to
the phenomenological level is that the measured interactions
of course contain all the interaction free energy contributions,
including the water mediated hydration interaction5 that do
not feature explicitly in model expressions of the poor-solvent
or indeed at the electrostatic level.

Let us consider toroidal geometry first and call the con-
tribution of the interactions between the molecules to the total
free energy

Uint = Uint (α, η). (2.18)

The form of Uint depends on the mode of condensation. In
the case of PSI-condensation it should include the depletion
interaction contribution to osmotic pressure and in the case of
the polyvalent counterion condensation it should include the
“strong-coupling” attractive contribution to osmotic pressure.
In general we should have the pairwise interaction potential

between DNA segments to be “van der Waals-like,” but with-
out any temperature dependence, since temperature is an ir-
relevant parameter in condensation, being severely restricted
to the interval between the melting of DNA and freezing of
the solvent.41

Let us first discuss DNA condensation in polyvalent salts.
In this case the interaction potential between two parallel
neighboring segments of DNA at a interaxial separation d has
been inferred from experiments39 and has a form accurately
described by a Morse potential

φ̂(d) = ε e−2(d−d0)/λ − 2ε e−(d−d0)/λ, (2.19)

per unit length of the interacting straight segments. Here ε

defines the depth of the potential, d0 is the equilibrium inter-
axial distance between the molecules at which the potential
has a minimum, and λ characterizes a characteristic length
of the potential (see Fig. 3). Within this model ε, d0, and λ

completely parametrize the interactions. For DNA condensa-
tion in [Co(NH3)6]3 +, a good choice of parameters as inferred
from experiments39 is d0 = 2.8 nm and λ = 0.48 nm, and ε

= 0.21kBT per base pair. Note that a base pair has a length
of 0.34 nm so 1 kBT/bp corresponds to about 2.94 kBT/(nm).
Upon introducing φ(d) = φ̂(d)b, the total interaction energy
between all segments of the chain is then in general given by

Uint =
∑
i<j

φ(dij ). (2.20)

As this is difficult to evaluate explicitly we introduce an ap-
proximation at this point by considering only the segments
that are nearest neighbors and locally straight. This approxi-
mation works fine for short range interactions. This yields

Uint ≈ Ncφ(d), (2.21)

where Nc is the number of nearest neighbor pairs having
distance d between the polymer segments. For the assumed
hexagonal local packing symmetry the number of nearest
neighbors per segment is 6 inside the condensate and 4 on
its surface. As the interactions are partitioned between two
neighbors, each segment contributes only half of its interac-
tion energy to the total energy. The total number of residues
is L/b whereas the number of residues on the surface of the

-1

-0.5

0

 0.5

1

 1.5

2

2 3 4 5 6 7

φ (
d)

/ε

d (nm)

FIG. 3. Morse potential (Eq. (2.19)) plotted with parameters d0 = 2.8 nm,
λ = 0.48 nm.
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condensate equals to S/(bd), where S is the condensate’s sur-
face area. Thus the total Nc can be estimated as

Nc ≈ 3
L

b
− S

bd
. (2.22)

Note that due to the surface term, Nc depends on both d and
geometrical parameter α or γ depending on the type of the
condensate.

D. Interaction energy: Depletion forces

For the PSI-condensation the effective interactions be-
tween polymer segments include the depletion interaction
contribution to osmotic pressure, which is attractive, stem-
ming from the flexible polymers in solution,22 and acts on
top of a short range repulsive interaction of either electro-
static or hydration origin.23 The components of the interaction
energy should thus be a repulsive part and an attractive part
that should look like −V0, where  is the osmotic pressure
of the external polymer solution and V0 is the overlap of the
excluded volume of DNA in the condensate:22

Uint = Urepulsion − V0. (2.23)

Let us denote δ the size of the condensing agent molecule (in
our case the PEG). The overlap volume can be estimated as

V0 = Lπ

(
b + δ

2

)2

− Lπ

(
b

2

)2 1

η
− (b + δ − d)S

2
,

(2.24)

where the first term corresponds to the excluded volume of
the polymer in an open conformation, the second term cor-
responds to the volume of the condensate (presumably to be
fully excluded from the osmoticants), the third term corre-
sponds to the excluded volume of the condensate’s surface,
and S is the surface area of the condensate (either toroidal or
rod-like). Using Eq. (2.3) one can rewrite V0 as follows:

V0 = Lπ

(
b + δ

2

)2

− Lπ

(
d

2

)2 1

ηhex

− (b + δ − d)S

2
.

(2.25)

Note that V0 should not be negative which implies that V0 ≥ 0
for d ≤ dc with dc ≈ b + δ, and V0 = 0 otherwise. For a given
L and α, the maximum of V0 is obtained at d = b.

The repulsive interaction part again contains the energy
between all segments of the chain. Just as before, we again
consider only the segments that are nearest neighbors and lo-
cally straight, an approximation that consistently works for
short range interactions. This again yields

Uint ≈ Ncφ0(d) − V0, (2.26)

with φ0(d) the repulsive part of the Morse potential given in
Eq. (2.19), i.e.,

φ̂0(d) = ε e−2(d−d0)/λ, (2.27)

φ0(d) = b φ̂0(d). (2.28)

The osmotic pressure  is given in units of kBT/(unit length)3.
This form of the interaction potential is routinely seen when

−20

−10

0

 10

 20

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

en
er

gy
 (

un
its

 o
f ε

)

d (nm)

φ0(d)

Uint/Nc

−ΠV0/Nc

FIG. 4. Depletion potential (Eq. (2.26)) calculated for toroidal condensate
with parameters for the repulsive potential d0 = 2.8 nm, λ = 0.48 nm; the
size of osmoticant δ = 4 nm; and the osmotic pressure  = 1ε/(nm)3. The
dependence on distance d between nearest neighbor segments is shown for
Uint/Nc (solid line), φ0(d) (dashed line), and −V0/Nc (dotted line) as in-
dicated. Note that the position and the depth of the minimum depend on the
value of .

compressing DNA with osmoticants such as PEG1 and is
shown in Fig. 4. The parameters in the repulsive part per-
tain either to the electrostatic or hydration interaction, while
the osmotic pressure of PEG is known from its equation of
state.42

III. RESULTS

We now present the results of minimization of the differ-
ent energy Ansätze for a polymer of length L. For the toroid-
like aggregate with mean radius R and the thickness � = αR
the minimization of Etoroid(α) should be with respect to α. For
the rod-like spherocylindrical condensate with circular cross-
section of radius R and length γ R the minimization of Erod(γ )
should be with respect to γ . In both cases we first consider
the constrained system with a fixed volume fraction. We later
relax the constraint and consider a system with a soft interac-
tion potential (either the Morse potential or the depletion po-
tential) that depends on the density of the system. In this case
an additional minimization with respect to the nearest neigh-
bor separation d, or equivalently the density of the system, is
in order in both Etoroid(α, d) and Erod(γ , d).

A. Condensates with surface tension

We first consider an energy Ansatz which is composed of
the bending energy term and the surface term only. We assume
that the packing fraction η is constant for both the toroidal and
rod-like condensate.

For the toroidal condensate, the total energy reads:

Etoroid (α) = Utoroid (α) + σStoroid (α), (3.1)

where σ is the surface tension; Utoroid and Storoid are given in
Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11), respectively. This energy is dependent
upon the geometry of the torus through the parameter α, thus
we can seek the optimal configuration by minimizing this en-
ergy with respect to α at fixed L. This minimization leads to
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the condition

∂Etoroid

∂α

∣∣∣∣
α=α∗

= 0, (3.2)

which yields

α∗ = 1

83/5

π2/5

η4/5

(
σb2

κ

)3/5 (
L

b

)1/5

. (3.3)

The minimum energy E∗
toroid ≡ Etoroid (α∗) corresponds to

the case where surface and bending energy become compa-
rable and can be obtained from Eq. (3.1) as

E∗
toroid = (

σb2
) 5

27/5

π6/5

η2/5

( κ

σb2

)1/5
(

L

b

)3/5

. (3.4)

Thus the energy of the toroid is minimum when α = α* if
α* < 1 and α = 1 otherwise. As discussed before, the latter
corresponds to a “globular state.” From Eq. (3.2) it is easily
seen that both α* and E∗

toroid are minimum when η is max-
imum. Thus, if η is allowed to vary a further minimization
with respect to η yields a minimum energy that corresponds
to η = ηhex .

Note that, for any fixed κ/(σb2) ≥ 0, the “globule” will
be the lower energy state as the bending energy is always sub-
leading with respect to the surface energy in the limit L/b � 1.
Conversely, for a finite length L/b > 0 there will be a critical
κ beyond which the curvature term will be dominant. From
Eq. (3.3) this is clearly the case when κ/(σb2) is large enough
so that α* < 1. This provides the condition

κ

σb2
>

1

8

π2/3

η4/3

(
L

b

)1/3

. (3.5)

This implies a L1/3 law for the phase separation between the
toroid and the globule. However, as we will show later on in
this Subsection, for κ > 0 the globule is always unfavorable
against the rod-like condensate, so that in reality the transition
line from a toroid to a globule does not exist in the ground
state phase diagram, if one also takes into account the rod-
like configuration of the condensate.

On the other hand, one also requires that the energy of the
toroid be smaller than the energy of the swollen phase which
can be approximated with a straight line conformation:

E∗
toroid < Eswollen = σb2π

L

b
. (3.6)

In the above equation the surface area of the swollen confor-
mation is assumed to scale as that of a cylinder of length L
and diameter b. Note that this conformation has no bending
penalty. From Eq. (3.4) one obtains

κ

σb2
<

27

55

η2

π

(
L

b

)2

. (3.7)

The right-hand term of Eq. (3.5) yields the dashed line shown
in Fig. 5, above which the bending energy is so large that the
swollen phase is clearly the only optimal conformation.

The energy of the rod-like condensate is given by

Erod (γ ) = Urod (γ ) + σSrod (γ ), (3.8)

where Urod and Srod are given in Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17),
respectively. Erod depends on the geometry of the spherocylin-
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FIG. 5. Expected phase diagram on the basis of the theoretical analysis for
the toroidal, rod-like, and swollen phase. The phase diagram was computed
numerically for the maximum packing fraction η = ηhex of the toroidal and
rod-like condensates. The toroidal phase is favorable with respect to the rod-
like counterpart above a certain stiffness, and on the right of the swollen
phase. The transition line from toroid to swollen (dashed line) has a L2 de-
pendence as given by Eq. (3.7). The transition points from toroid to rod-like
have been determined numerically from the condition E∗

toroid = E∗
rod (open

circles) and are very well fitted by a L1/3 dependence (solid line).

der through the parameter γ , thus we can obtain the optimal
configuration by minimizing this energy with respect to γ at
fixed L. This yields(

γ ∗ + 4
3

)1/3

γ ∗ = 3π

47/3η4/3

(
σb2

κ

)(
L

b

)1/3

. (3.9)

The γ * = 0 solution (the globule) exists only in the limit of κ

= 0, i.e., non-stiff chain. Thus for semiflexible chains (κ > 0),
the rod-like structure is always energetically favored against
the globule and no phase transition exists between the rod-like
and the globule phases.

The “ground-state” energy for the rod-like structure can
then be obtained as E∗

rod = Erod (γ ∗), and compared with the
toroid counterpart E∗

toroid . This provides the full phase dia-
gram in the stiffness-length plane depicted in Fig. 5, where
a transition from a rod-like to a toroidal conformation is ob-
tained upon increasing κ/(σb2) at a fixed length. Remarkably,
the transition line from the toroid to a rod-like condensate fol-
lows a L1/3 law as revealed by numerical data (Fig. 5). The
exact location of the intermediate swollen phase, appearing
in Fig. 5 for very short lengths, is outside of the range of ap-
plicability of our analysis and it would require further more
specific analysis.

B. Monte Carlo simulations

We can now compare the scenario obtained by analytical
approximations with that obtained from detailed simulations.
To this aim, we have implemented a standard NVT Monte
Carlo simulations on a bead-stick model, where the DNA
chain is modeled as a collection of N consecutive monomers
represented by impenetrable hard spheres of radii RHS

= b/2 that are tangent to each other, while the non-consecutive
monomers interact via a square-well potential of range
Rint = 1.3b. We have studied systems of lengths L up to
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96 monomers and stiffness κ up to 50ε, where ε is the
depth of the square-well potential. An extensive search for the
ground states has been performed in order to construct a phase
diagram in the κ-L space.

The simulations are carried out with standard pivot and
crankshaft move sets and the Metropolis algorithm for move
acceptance. A parallel tempering scheme with 16 replicas is
implemented to efficiently equilibrate the system and to ob-
tain the ground state and low energy conformations at low
temperatures. Consistent results are typically obtained after
(1–10) × 109 MC steps per replica depending on the chain
length.

The resulting phase diagram shown in Fig. 6 is in remark-
able agreement with Fig. 5, thus confirming the soundness of
our analytical theory. We also present snapshots illustration of
toroidal and rod-like conformations in Fig. 7.

Very recently, a molecular dynamic study by Lappala and
Terentjev appeared43 where they also observed a transition
from rod-like to toroidal condensate above a well defined per-
sistence length, in full agreement with our results.

C. Condensates with soft interactions:
Polyvalent salts

We now proceed to include the soft interactions between
the polymer segments in the condensate instead of the sur-
face tension, as anticipated earlier. As we shall see, there
will be some general consequences that are independent of
the specific functional form of the interaction potential point-
ing towards a universality of the condensation phenomenon in
semiflexible polymers.

For the toroidal case the energy Ansatz is

Etoroid (α, η) = Utoroid (α, η) + Uint (α, η)

= Utoroid (α, η) − φ(d)

bd
Storoid (α, η)

+ 3φ(d)
L

b
, (3.10)
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FIG. 6. Phase diagram obtained from Monte Carlo simulations displaying
toroid and rod-like ground state energies. The range of the square-well inter-
action was selected to be Rint = 1.3b, and RHS = b/2 is the radius of each
monomer. Underlying broken lines represent a fit of the (L/b)1/3 (dotted line)
and (L/b)2 (dashed line) dependences found in Fig. 5.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

FIG. 7. Snapshots of the toroidal and rod-like configurations obtained in sim-
ulations of the bead-stick model. The conformations shown are the lowest
energy conformations for N = 48 and κ = 10ε (a), N = 48 and κ = 6ε (b),
N = 96 and κ = 11ε (c), and N = 96 and κ = 9ε (d).

where Uint(α, η) given in Eq. (2.21) is the interaction part de-
pending on the density of the molecules, and φ(d) is the Morse
potential given in Eq. (2.19). The explicit forms of Utoroid(α,
η) and Storoid(α, η) are given in Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11), respec-
tively. Note that η depends on d by Eq. (2.3) so that these
two parameters are equivalent. Analogously for the rod-like
condensate case the energy Ansatz is

Erod (γ, η) = Urod (γ, η) + Uint (γ, η)

= Urod (γ, η) − φ(d)

bd
Srod (γ, η)

+ 3φ(d)
L

b
. (3.11)

For a fixed value of density, or equivalently d, one can
find a minimum of Etoroid(α, η) with respect to α. This gives

α∗ = 1

83/5

π2/5

η4/5

(
σ ′b2

κ

)3/5 (
L

b

)1/5

, (3.12)

where σ ′ = −φ(d)
bd

and η = ηhex
(

b
d

)2
. Note that we look only

for solution of α in the range of [0,1]. So α* < 0 corresponds
to α* = 0 (swollen conformation) and α* > 1 corresponds to
α* = 1 (globule conformation).

In the case of the rod-like condensate we get analogously
the equation for γ *:(

γ ∗ + 4
3

)1/3

γ ∗ = 3π

47/3η4/3

(
σ ′ b2

κ

) (
L

b

)1/3

. (3.13)

If σ ′ < 0, there is no solution of γ * > 0, the minimum of
Erod is obtained at γ * = ∞ (swollen conformation). If σ ′ >

0, a solution γ * > 0 always exists if the right hand side is
finite.

In order to calculate the phase diagram, we need to com-
pare the minimum energy of the toroidal condensate with that
of the rod-like condensate. The analysis is pretty similar to
that in Sec. III A with σ ′ playing the role of surface tension,
except that we have now the interaction energy φ(d) between
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polymer segments (and so is σ ′) depending on the interchain
distance d between nearest neighbors. Thus, the minimization
of the energy should be done also with respect to d, or equiva-
lently to η. It is convenient to do the minimization numerically
for both the toroidal and the rod-like condensates.

Fig. 8 shows the phase diagram in the stiffness-length
plane obtained for realistic parameters of the Morse poten-
tial. The latter (shown in Fig. 3) is calculated with b = 2 nm
(the diameter of DNA), d0 = 2.8 nm (the equilibrium inter-
axial distance between neighboring base pairs), λ = 0.48 nm
(the width of the potential), and ε = 0.21kBT/bp (the depth
of the potential). The phase separation line behaves like L1/3,
as in the model with only the bending energy term and the
surface term. Using a realistic parameter for DNA stiffness,
κ = 25kBT, it is found that the critical length Lc for the
toroid is equivalent to 109.4 kbp. For L > Lc the ground state
becomes the rod-like structure.

Fig. 9 (top) shows the numerical solutions for the toroid
geometrical parameter α* as function of the chain length L
for realistic parameters of DNA. We find that α* grows with
the chain length like L1/5 up to a maximum value α∗

c ≈ 0.807
at the phase separation (L = Lc). We have also found that
the value of α∗

c does not depend on the chain stiffness and
interaction energy parameter. Further in Fig. 9 (bottom), the
dependence of the toroid radius R and thickness � = αR on
the total contour length L of the DNA is also depicted. The
toroid radius is found to grow with the chain length like L1/5

whereas its thickness grows like L2/5.
An interesting finding of our theoretical analysis con-

cerns a prediction of the toroid thickness’s dependence on the
toroid radius, as illustrated in Fig. 10, and is in very good
agreement with the experimental findings of Conwell et al.44

Our results clearly show that the ratio of the toroid diame-
ter to toroid thickness strongly depends on the solvent condi-
tion as given by the energy parameter ε. The poorer the sol-
vent, the smaller is the toroid diameter. Our model could be
used to infer the interaction energy between base pairs from
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FIG. 8. Separation between the toroid phase and the rod-like phase as pre-
dicted by our theoretical model with the Morse interaction potential. The
transition line was calculated numerically and is fitted very well by a L1/3

law. The depth of the interaction potential is chosen to be ε = 0.21kBT/bp.
The horizontal line corresponds to DNA stiffness, βκ = lp/b = 25, the DNA
diameter b = 2 nm, and persistence length lp = 50 nm. The cut-off length for
the toroid is Lc = 18.6 × 103b or equivalent to 109.4 kbp.
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FIG. 9. (Top) Numerical solution of Eq. (3.12) as a function of the chain
length. (Bottom) The corresponding growth of toroid radius, R, and toroid
thickness, � with chain length, L, that can be fitted by a L1/5 law for the radius
and a L2/5 law for the thickness, respectively. The dependences are shown for
L < Lc. The data are obtained for the model with Morse interaction potential
with realistic parameters for DNA with ε = 0.21kBT/bp.

experimental data of toroid sizes for various solvent condi-
tions. Furthermore, for a given value of ε, our model indi-
cates that (toroid diameter) ∝ (toroid thickness)1/2. This rela-
tion could be verified experimentally by direct measurements
of toroid dimensions.

D. Condensates with soft interactions:
Depletion potential

We consider now the third energy Ansatz in which the
energy of the condensate is composed of the bending energy
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FIG. 10. Toroid thickness (=2αR) vs. toroid diameter (=2R) as predicted by
our theoretical model for several values of interaction energy parameter ε as
indicated. The toroid thickness and diameter are calculated for length L < Lc

at which the toroid is the ground state. The DNA parameters used here were
b = 2 nm, d0 = 2.8 nm, λ = 0.48 nm, and κ = 25kBT.
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and the interaction energy due to osmotic depletion. For the
toroidal condensate, the energy takes the following form:

Etoroid (α, d) = Utoroid (α, d) + Ncφ0(d) − V0(α, d),

(3.14)

where Nc is given in Eq. (2.22) and V0 is given in Eq. (2.24).
It is straightforward to show that for a given d, the energy is
minimized at the value of α* given by

α∗ = 1

83/5

π2/5

η4/5

(
σ ′b2

κ

)3/5 (
L

b

)1/5

, (3.15)

with σ ′ = b+δ−d
2 − φ0(d)

bd
. Similarly for the rod-like conden-

sate, the equation for γ * is the same as Eq. (3.13) with the new
σ ′ as in the above equation. Note that in order for the toroid
to be stable, σ ′ should be positive, this leads to the following
condition for the osmotic pressure:

 ≥ min
d<b+δ

2φ0(d)

bd(b + δ − d)
= min, (3.16)

where the minimum is taken over all d satisfying d < d
+ δ. This minimum value of the osmotic pressure strongly de-
pends on the diameter of the osmoticant. For example, for the
repulsive interaction given in Eq. (2.28) with realistic param-
eters for DNA, min ≈ 2.2 kBT/(nm)3 and 0.025 kBT/(nm)3

for δ = 1 nm and 2 nm, respectively. So with a small osmoti-
cant it is much harder to condense DNA than with larger ones.
Note that an effective diameter of 2 nm would correspond to
PEG-6000 as an osmoticant.

Figs. 11 and 12 show the phase diagram and the de-
pendence of toroid diameter on toroid thickness for the case
with depletion potential. Note that phase separation line well
follows the L1/3 law, and the stronger osmotic pressure, the
smaller sizes of toroids are formed. The results are qualita-
tively similar to those obtained with the Morse potential and
the hard-core interaction case. Therefore, the detailed form of
the interaction potential, while being important for the equa-
tion of state of DNA,7 has only a small effect on the location
of the transition lines and on the length dependence of the
various phases themselves.
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the κ-L diagram for two values of osmotic pressure  as indicated. The nu-
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dashed lines) for both cases.
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E. Nonlinear elasticity: Stiff chain with an
elastic threshold

Up to now we have only considered the variations in the
interaction potential on the phase diagram of the condensate.
Inspired by the tube model of a polymer,45–47 we finally also
consider a variation in the form of the bending energy of the
polymer. Specifically we intend to introduce modifications in
the θ dependence of the curvature energy.

Assume first that the curvature energy vanishes for θ ≤ θ0

and becomes ∞ otherwise. The ensuing radius of curvature is
in this case also limited by a corresponding lower bound R0:

1 − cos θ = b2

2R2
< 1 − cos θ0 (3.17)

or

R >
b√

2(1 − cos θ0)
≡ R0 . (3.18)

Under these assumptions, the polymer will try to make
very large turns (i.e., large radius of curvature) in order to
have U = 0. Hence a rod-like structure, where short turns are
unavoidable, will then be consequently highly unfavorable, as
further elaborated below.

When the condition (3.18) is met, the total energy coin-
cides with surface energy only, so that

Etoroid (α) = σStoroid = σb24π2α

(
R

b

)2

= (σb2)
π4/3

α1/3η2/3

(
L

b

)2/3

, (3.19)

in the same form as given in Eq. (2.11). From the above equa-
tion one can see that for a given length L the minimum energy
is obtained when both η and α are at their maximum values,
i.e., η = ηhex and α = α*. On the other hand, from Eq. (2.9) it
is clear that for a given L, α is maximum when R is minimum,
thus one obtains the following equation for α*:

L

b
= 8πηhex(α∗)2

(
R0

b

)2

. (3.20)
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FIG. 13. Ground state phase diagram for a stiff chain with a threshold on
angle θ . Solid line is where L = L0.

The above equation has a solution α* < 1 only if

L < L0 ≡ 8πηhexb

(
R0

b

)2

. (3.21)

In other words, the toroid can be a minimum energy config-
uration only when L < L0. For L ≥ L0 the minimum energy
would be a globule (α* = 1). Because there is no bending en-
ergy, the globule would be always favored compared to the
rod-like conformation, having the lowest surface energy. It
then follows that within this model, only two phases are pos-
sible: the toroid phase for length L < L0 and the globule phase
for L > L0 (see Fig. 11). Here L0 is the smallest length neces-
sary to form a globule and can be determined from Eqs. (3.18)
and (3.21) as

L0

b
= 23/2πηhex

(1 − cos θ0)3/2
. (3.22)

For L < L0 it is easy to show that

α∗ =
(

L

L0

)2

(3.23)

and

E∗
toroid = (σb2)

π4/3

η
2/3
hex

(
L0

b

)1/6 (
L

b

)1/2

. (3.24)

We have also checked by extensive simulations that the
ground state of a self-attracting polymer with a threshold
on angle θ is a toroid (data not shown) for the chain length
L < L0 in accordance with the phase diagram shown in
Fig. 13.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the phase diagram of semi-flexible poly-
mers with self-attraction as a function of the stiffness and the
contour length of the chain. This is a prototypical model for
DNA condensation, a problem with a long history that is still
not completely understood.

We have combined analytical arguments with extensive
Monte Carlo simulations, to study the competition between
toroidal and rod-like configurations as candidates for the

ground state of the condensate at increasing stiffness of the
polymer molecules. As the stiffness increases, we find an in-
creasing tendency for the polymers to achieve a nematic align-
ment in order to minimize the bending energy. This typically
favors first a transition from a globular to a rod-like conforma-
tion, and then a further transition to a toroidal conformation
that is then the most stable one at sufficiently large stiffness
values. This scenario appears to be rather robust irrespective
of the details of the interaction potential between the seg-
ments of the molecules, provided that the polymer chain is
sufficiently long.

In the stiffness-length plane, we furthermore found a
robust L1/3 dependence of the transition line between the rod-
like and the toroidal phases, that can be simply explained
within our analytical approach. An additional L1/5 dependence
was also observed for the toroid radius. While the existence
of some of these scaling laws has been known for some time,
see the work of Grosberg and Zhestkov (Ref. 13), a compre-
hensive analysis combining an analytical approach with nu-
merical simulations has been, to the best of our knowledge,
still missing. Our work fills this gap.

Finally, our conclusions are in good agreement also with
very recent molecular dynamics simulations43 that studied the
dynamics of a polymer chain collapse in poor solvents as a
function of the chain flexibility. We assessed the importance
of the exact form of the interaction potential, as extracted
from experiments, while constructing models for polyvalent
salt condensed DNA as well as polymer and salt induced
DNA condensation. We also investigate the effects of non-
linear elasticity within the specific model of a tube model
of a polymer that has important consequences on the phase
diagram of the semi-flexible chain.
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